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Abstract

The physical properties of n-alkyl acrylate copolymers containing two crystallizeable monomers, including thermal characteristics, structure as

determined by small angle X-ray scattering, and gas permeability as a function of temperature, were examined in detail and compared to the

corresponding homopolymers. The copolymers exhibit co-crystallization and, thus, for a given average side-chain length have comparable melting

temperatures as the corresponding homopolymers. For a given side-chain length, the copolymers have somewhat lower heats of fusion than the

corresponding homopolymers because of a reduction in crystallite size as revealed by SAXS. This depression in crystallinity is reflected in the

permeability data for the copolymers. Poly(n-alkyl acrylates) exhibit a ‘jump’ in their gas permeability at the Tm of the side-chain lengths that is mainly

caused by a switch in the side-chain morphology from crystalline to amorphous upon melting. The depression in crystallinity for the copolymers

results in a smaller permeation jump. The jump breadth correlates with the melting endotherms for these polymers as determined by DSC. Ultimately,

the melting endotherms for these copolymer systems provide an excellent tool for predicting permeability changes across the melting region.

q 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The physical properties of poly(n-alkyl acrylates) have been

of continuing interest since they were first investigated in the

1940s by Rehberg and Fisher [1]. Unlike conventional crystal-

line polymers where the backbone crystallizes, it is the long

n-alkyl side-chains of these polymers that crystallize [2–8]. The

melting-crystallization of the long side-chains, which occurs at a

melting temperature (Tm) that can be controlled by side-chain

length, causes significant changes in the physical properties of

the polymer. Much of the research on n-alkyl acrylate

homopolymers to date has focused on the glass transition and

melting temperatures, heats of fusion, crystalline structure,

mechanical properties, adhesion, and more recently gas transport

properties [1,3–15]. Mogri and Paul have shown the gas

permeability of poly(n-alkyl acrylates) is typical of classical

polymers above and below the Tm. Poly(n-alkyl acrylates),

however, exhibit a distinct ‘jump’ in permeability at the Tm as

large as three orders of magnitude [4,5,8,16]. The unusual
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temperature-dependant physical properties of these polymers

make them ideal for many industrial applications including uses

as platforms for catalysts, agricultural seed coatings, medical

delivery applications, and membranes for modified atmospheric

packaging (MAP) of produce [7,10,17–19].

Fruits and vegetables are typically packaged in passive

containers; however, there is growing interest in more active

packaging concepts. The respiration rate of post-harvest produce

is dependant on many conditions, including temperature, gas

exposure, ripeness, and type of produce [19,20]. MAP is a

packaging method which utilizes a gas exchange membrane to

maintain the concentrations of gases, typically oxygen and

carbon dioxide, in the packaging surrounding the produce within

an optimal range for prolonged freshness [17,20–24]. The

respiration rate of produce is significantly more dependent on

temperature than is the permeability of traditional polymers; this

renders them inadequate as membrane materials when shipping,

storing, or marketing involves widely varying temperature

ranges because the changes in consumption of O2 and the

production of CO2 by the produce cannot be matched by

permeation through the membrane. The permeability ‘jump’ of

these long side-chain acrylates offers interesting possibilities for

use as a membrane materials in such cases [7,10,11,17]. While

the homopolymers of n-alkyl acrylates have a very distinct and

immediate jump at their melting points, combinations of these
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polymers in the form of copolymers, blends, and/or laminates

may allow avenues for engineering membrane materials that

have a temperature-permeability dependence similar to that of

the respiration rate of specific produce types. This paper is the

first in a two part series examining the permeability properties of

n-alkyl acrylate copolymers. This paper primarily deals with

cases where both homopolymers crystallize; the next paper will

consider copolymers systems where only one of the homo-

polymers is crystallizeable.

2. Experimental

2.1. Polymer synthesis and characterization

All of the polymers used in this work were prepared in a

three-step process including monomer purification, polymer

synthesis, and polymer purification which has been described

in detail in prior papers [4,5,8]. Dodecyl (A12), tetradecyl

(A14), octadecyl (A18), and behenyl (A22) acrylate monomers

were generously donated by Landec Corporation while decyl

(A10) acrylate was purchased from Scientific Polymer

Products. All monomers were initially purified over alumina

oxide. Solution polymerizations were performed in toluene at

60 8C for 24 h to obtain 100% conversion. The monomer

mixtures were prepared at 25 mol% increments ranging from 0

to 100% while initiator and solvent concentrations were fixed

at approximately 0.2 and 65 wt% of monomer, respectively.

The polymers were precipitated into ethanol and then further

purified by dissolving in toluene with re-precipitation into

ethanol three times. The polymers were finally placed in a

60 8C vacuum oven to strip any remaining solvent.

A prior study demonstrated that the reactivity ratios of the

various combinations of acrylate monomers were unity within

experimental error which eliminates the possibility of

composition drift during the free radical copolymerization

[8]. Thus, the copolymer compositions can be taken to be equal

to the monomer concentrations used in the polymerizations. All

compositions were determined via 13C NMR using a method

described previously [8].

2.2. Gel permeation chromatography

Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) was conducted

using an Agilent 1100 chromatograph with 20 ml of polymer

solution made from approximately 10 mg of polymer per 2 ml

GPC grade THF. They were filtered with a Whatman 0.2 mm

PTFE membrane syringe filter and run at room temperature.

The samples were analyzed using a calibration with poly-

styrene standards.

2.3. Sample construction for gas permeation measurement

Permeability measurements were made on films formed from

various compositions of P(A14-co-A18), P(A12-co-A22), and

P(A10-co-A18) using techniques described previously [4,5,8,9].

Films of these polymers were supported during the permeation

measurements by coated ceramic Anoporew discs (Whatman).
Polymer films were cast by two different methods

depending on their morphology at room temperature. Polymers

that were solid at room temperature, PA 18, PA 22, P(A14-co-

A18) 25/75 and 50/50, P(A12-co-A22) 25/75 and 50/50, and

P(A10-co-A18) 25/75%, were solution cast from toluene using

a casting ring sitting on a silicon wafer. These films were

floated off the wafer into a chilled water bath. Polymers that

were molten at room temperature, PA 10, PA 12, PA 14,

P(A12-co-A22) 75/25, and P(A10-co-A18) 75/25 and 50/50%,

were melt cast in a 60 8C oven directly onto the coated ceramic

support. The 75/25% sample of P(A14-co-A18) had a melting

temperature at room temperature, which caused the mor-

phology to change with slight temperature changes in the lab.

This polymer was solution cast using the same technique

employed for other solid polymers except that after the solvent

evaporated, the sample was placed into a laboratory freezer to

insure it was crystalline before it was placed in the ice bath for

removal from the silicon wafer.

Solid film thicknesses were measured using an Ames

Micrometer prior to permeation experimentation while the

molten film thickness was determined by performing a simple

mass balance calculation involving the measured mass of

polymer, the estimated density of the amorphous polymer

(0.986 g/cm3), and the known diameter of the ceramic support

(47 mm).

The permeation sample construction developed by Mogri

and Paul was utilized to establish a known sample area and

uniform film thickness over a range of temperatures necessary

for accurate permeability measurements [4,5,9,16]. A porous

ceramic Anoporew disc was used to provide mechanical

support for the polymer film. The ceramic disc was razor

coated with a trichloroethylene solution of poly(2,6-dimethyl-

1,4-phenylene oxide) (PPO), generously donated by GE

Plastics (MwZ46,000, intrinsic viscosityZ0.46 dl/g); this

coating was used to impede the molten polymer from flowing

into the pores during permeation experiments at temperatures

above the melting temperature of the sample. A permeance

resistance model was used to subtract out the effects of the PPO

layer. All polymers were melted and then cooled at 1 8C/min to

ensure a controlled thermal history for crystallization.

Permeation tests were made by progressively raising the

measurement temperature to higher levels. Detailed casting

techniques are described in the literature [4,5,8,9,16]. The

gases used, He, H2, O2, N2, CH4, and CO2, were purchased

from Matheson Tri Gas with at least 99.9% purity and were run

at a 2 atm upstream pressure for all temperatures.
2.4. Differential scanning calorimetry

Differential scattering calorimetry (DSC) was conducted

using a Perkin–Elmer DSC 7 with polymer samples weighing

approximately 15 mg. All samples were initially heated to well

above their melting temperatures at 20 8C/min, cooled below

their Tm at 1 8C/min, and reheated at 10 8C/min. All thermal

characteristics reported in this work were taken during the

second heating.
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2.5. SAXS characterization

Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) was performed using a

MolMelt SAXS equipped with a liquid sample holder. Samples

consisted of about 50 mg of polymer and as many as four

samples could be loaded into the sample holder at a given time.

The temperature was controlled with a Fisher Brand

refrigerated circulator that circulated fluid through the sample

holder, around the samples. Although only the sample holder

temperature could be measured, all temperature adjustments

were held for 12 h before any experiments were run to ensure

thermal equilibrium between the sample holders and the

polymer samples. Upon loading the samples, the temperature

of the sample holder was heated to some temperature 10 8C

above the Tm of the polymer with the highest melting

temperature. This temperature was held for 6 h and then

cooled to the appropriate experimental temperature ensuring a

uniform thermal history for all samples characterized. All data

were collected over a real time of 2 h and analyzed using the

FIT2D software program written by Hammersley available on

the FIT2D-ESRF website.
Fig. 1. Tm (a) and DHf (b) of n-alkyl acrylate homopolymers versus side-chain

length (n). Data from this work as well as from the literature are shown [3,5–

7,11,15,18].
3. Thermal behavior

3.1. Homopolymers

The melt temperatures and heats of fusion of various poly(n-

alkyl acrylate) were characterized using DSC and are shown in

Fig. 1(a) and (b), respectively, as a function of the number of

carbon atoms in the side chain, n; also see Table 1. All data

were measured on the second heating. The heat of fusion, DHf,

is shown in units of kJ/mol of monomer repeat units because

these units give a useful linear relationship with side-chain

length; whereas, the heat of fusion per unit mass of polymer is

clearly non-linear in n. The results from this study agree well

with previous reports in the literature [3,5–7,11,15,18]. Slight

deviations among the various data sets may be attributed to

experimental methods of analysis including thermal history or

baseline approximation.

Regression lines were drawn through the Tm and DHf data in

Fig. 1 for subsequent use in comparing copolymers. The melt

temperatures of the homopolymers increase with side-chain

length following a second order polynomial trend. The heats of

fusion increased linearly with side-chain length when plotted in

units of kJ/mol.

DHf Z 3:54nK33:4 (1)

The linear equation goes to DHfZ0 at a value of n equal to

9.4. The minimum side-chain length needed for crystallization

reported in the literature ranges from 8 to 9.2 [3,6]. According

to Eq. (1), PA 10 should be a crystallizeable polymer, while all

polymers with fewer carbons in their side chains should not.

Due to equipment limitations, we are not able to make

measurements on PA 10 in the crystalline state. Since this

value of n is near the border of crystallizeable/non-crystallize-

able polymers, copolymers containing the alkyl acrylate with
nZ10 have been included in both categories. This paper deals

with copolymers where all the acrylate monomers have side-

chain lengths of 10 and greater, while the second paper in this

series will deal with copolymers where one of the acrylate

monomers has side-chain lengths of 10 and less.
3.2. Copolymers

Thermal analyses of copolymers were performed in the

same manner as for homopolymers. Table 2 lists the melt

temperature, heat of fusion, and molecular weight of the

copolymers examined in this study. An average side-chain

length hni was defined as follows

hni Z x1n1 Cx2n2 (2)



Table 1

Melting temperature, heat of fusion, and molecular weight data for poly(n-alkyl acrylate) homopolymers

Homopolymer Side-chain

length (n)

Tm (8C) DHf

(kJ/mol)

Polymer �Mw Repeat unit molecular

weight (g/mol)

PA 10 10 – – 112,000 212

PA 12 12 1.5 9.3 165,000 240

PA 14 14 19.5 14.1 245,000 268

PA 16 16 36.4 23.1 161,000 296

PA 18 18 50.2 31.3 106,000 325

PA 22 22 67.7 45.8 a 381

a �Mw could not be measured since PA 22 is no soluble in THF.
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where x1 is the mole fraction of monomer one having n1 side-

chain carbons and x2Z(1Kx1) is the mole fraction of monomer

2 having n2 side-chain carbons; this quantity is useful for

analyzing the data.

In principle, crystallization of copolymers, whether the

crystallizing units are in the main chains or side chains, can

form two extremes of behavior. The most common is where the

presence of the minor component causes melting point

depression of the major component as described by simple

theories [25–28]. Typically when both units are capable of

crystallizing, the melting point shows depressions on both sides

of the Tm composition diagram resembling a eutectic while

crystallinity may go to zero, or reach a minimum, in the mid-

composition range. The other is where the two units co-

crystallize with the typical signature of a steady, monotonic

progression of the melting point and heat of fusion from that of

the one homopolymer to that of the other as composition

changes [27–34]. As will be shown in the following, this is the

more common situation in the copolymers described here.
Table 2

Melting temperature, heat of fusion, and molecular weight data for poly(n-alkyl ac

Copolymer Mol%

monomer 1a

Average side-chain

length hni

P(A10-co-A14) 75 11

50 12

25 13

P(A10-co-A18) 75 12

50 14

25 16

P(A14-co-A18) 75 15

50 16

25 17

P(A10-co-A22) 75 13

50 16

25 19

P(A12-co-A22) 75 14.5

50 17

25 19.5

P(A14-co-A22) 75 16.5

50 19

25 21.5

P(A16-co-A22) 75 17.5

50 19

25 20.5

P(A18-co-A22) 75 19

50 20

25 21

a Note that monomer 1 refers to the first monomer listed in the copolymer, i.e. fo
However, there are clearly intermediate situations that are

somewhat more difficult to categorize. The following gives a

rather detailed analysis of the thermal properties of the current

copolymers as this is useful for interpreting their gas

permeation characteristics.

Sample DSC endotherms for two copolymers systems are

shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b). The endotherms qualitatively reflect

the distribution of crystallite sizes. In general, as the side-chain

lengths for n-alkyl acrylate homopolymers increase, the more

methylene units in each repeat unit are able to crystallize

causing larger crystallites to form having a more uniform size

distribution and a higher melting point. As the side chains

become shorter, the number of carbons entering the lattice

decreases causing a broader distribution of smaller crystallites

and a correspondingly lower melting point. Fig. 2(a) shows

endotherms for copolymers of P(A14-co-A18) polymerized in

molar increments of 25% ranging from 0 to 100. There is a

steady progression of peak location, width, and height for the

copolymers ranging from PA 14 to PA 18 consistent with the
rylate) copolymers

Tm (8C) DHf

(kJ/mol)

Copolymer Mw

– – 215,000

3.7 4.8 141,000

11.9 9.5 191,000

K1.1 7.6 185,000

21.2 11.8 235,000

38.5 21.3 197,000

25.7 17.4 468,000

32.7 20.8 119,000

41.7 24.5 109,000

6.4 10.3 192,000

35.5 13.3 118,000

50.5 21.0 138,000

21.0 12.9 338,000

44.2 17.0 102,000

56.0 25.4 108,000

30.2 16.0 161,000

44.0 18.1 115,000

54.9 27.8 108,000

40.7 21.5 121,000

48.2 24.6 116,000

57.2 30.2 100,000

53.4 28.2 100,000

56.9 31.9 111,000

61.5 35.6 173,000

r P(A14-co-A18), monomer 1 refers to A14.



Fig. 3. Dependence of Tm (a) and DHf (b) on copolymer composition for

materials based on monomers A10, A14, and A18.

Fig. 2. DSC endotherms for various compositions of P(A14-co-A18) (a) and

P(A10-co-A18) (b) copolymers.
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progression of a corresponding series of n-alkyl acrylate

homopolymers. This indicates that the two types of units co-

crystallize as expected from the literature [5]. Fig. 2(b) shows

endotherms for copolymers of P(A10-co-A18) in molar

increments of 25% ranging from 0 to 100. As explained earlier

PA 10 does not crystallize in the temperature range examined

here. In principle, A10 units have perhaps only one carbon in

its side chain for co-crystallizing with A18 units. There is also a

distinct possibility that the A10 units do not co-crystallize with

the A18 units at all, but rather act as a non-crystallizeable

spacer that more appropriately might be thought of as a melting

point depression phenomenon. This possibility will be

addressed more thoroughly in part 2 of this series. In any

case, as the concentration of A10 in the copolymer increases,

the crystallites become smaller and have a broader distribution

of size or perfection as reflected by the lowering and
broadening of the endotherms with increasing A10

concentration.

Figs. 3 and 4 summarize the melting behavior of a number

of copolymers of n-alkyl acrylates, where the n for each is

always 10 or higher, by plotting Tm and DHf versus the

copolymer composition. For all cases when n is larger than

10 for each n-alkyl acrylate monomer, we see a characteristic

signature of co-crystallization in that both Tm and DHf are

monotonic functions of composition. The copolymer melting

point may lie slightly above or below the line connecting the

homopolymer values when plotted versus mole fraction

depending on the values of n1 and n2. On the other hand, DHf

always lies below the line suggesting that copolymerization

generally leads to less crystallinity than expected; however,

the extent of this departure depends on n1 and n2.

For copolymers containing A10, the Tm and DHf versus

composition relations are also monotonic but tend to show



Fig. 5. Homopolymer and P(A14-co-A18) copolymer comparisons for melting

temperature (a) and heat of fusion (b) shown as a function of the average side-

chain length of the copolymer or side-chain length of the homopolymer.

Fig. 4. Dependence of Tm (a) and DHf (b) on copolymer composition for

materials based on monomer A22 and other n-alkyl acrylate monomers.
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slightly different patterns particularly as the other monomer

unit has shorter side chains. For example, if we extrapolate

the homopolymer Tm data in Fig. 1(a) to nZ10 we get

TmzK12 8C. The Tm data for A10 copolymers with A18 and

A22 appear to be going to a much lower intercept, in the

100% A10 limit, than this. Copolymers of A10 and A14 show

DHfZ0 even when there is 25 mol% A14 in the material, see

Fig. 3(b). On the other hand, copolymers of A10 with A18

and A22 seem to be headed to a finite DHf in the limit of

100% A10.

The copolymer thermal properties relationships are more

critically analyzed with respect to the behavior of homo-

polymers of similar side-chain lengths in Figs. 5–7, using plots

versus n for the homopolymer and hni for the copolymers.

Fig. 5 compares Tm and DHf results for P(A14-co-A18)

copolymers with those of homopolymers. The open circles

represent the homopolymer data while the closed circles
correspond to the results for the copolymers. For this system,

both Tm and DHf track closely along the trend established by

the homopolymers. The side chains of the two monomers are

of similar lengths, both crystallize, and their endotherms from

Fig. 2(a) progress in similar shape and size as those of the

homopolymers. It is understandable that copolymers of these

two similar monomers would thermally behave like a

homopolymer with an equivalent side-chain length. Similar

plots are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 for P(A12-co-A22) and P(A10-

co-A18) copolymers. In both systems, the copolymer Tm

results are also in close agreement with the homopolymer Tm

results; however, the copolymer DHf results are significantly

lower than the line established for the homopolymers. Both

monomer units in the P(A12-co-A22) system are readily

crystallizeable while for the P(A10-co-A18) copolymers the

A10 units are on the border of being crystallizeable. Both



Fig. 7. Homopolymer and (A10-co-A18) copolymer comparisons for melting

temperature (a) and heat of fusion (b) shown as a function of the average side-

chain length of the copolymer or the side-chain length of the homopolymer.

Fig. 6. Homopolymer and P(A12-co-A22) copolymer comparisons for melting

temperature (a) and heat of fusion (b) shown as a function of the average side-

chain length of the copolymer or side-chain length of the homopolymer.
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systems have monomers of significantly different side-chain

lengths. Their endotherms also resemble those shown in

Fig. 2(b) with smaller, broader melting peaks than homo-

polymers or the P(A14-co-A18) copolymer system. These

copolymers are able to co-crystallize because of the confor-

mational freedom in the amorphous backbone allowing side-

chains of different lengths to crystallize in the same lattice. In

the case of P(A12-co-A22), both monomers contain reasonably

long side-chains in addition to having a side-chain length

difference of 10 carbons. This difference may impede and

restrict the conformational freedom of the backbone inhibiting

the overall crystallinity of the copolymer system as seen by the

depressed heat of fusion relative to homopolymers. On

the other hand, the P(A10-co-A18) system does not show the

extent of the DHf depression as the P(A12-co-A22) system

despite the fact that the A10 units do not readily crystallize on

their own.
4. Structural analysis

4.1. Homopolymers

Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) was performed on the

homopolymers and copolymers in both the amorphous (TOTm)

and crystalline (T!Tm) states. Fig. 8 shows typical plots of

scattering intensity versus the scattering angle, 2q, for both

states. Wide angle X-ray diffraction has revealed that poly(n-

alkyl acrylates) are paraffin-like in their ability to form

hexagonal crystal lattice structures. SAXS provides insight

about how the thicknesses of these crystals change with n;

unfortunately, this technique provides no information about the

lateral dimensions of the crystal, which would be needed to

determine the aspect ratio that affects permeation in the solid



Fig. 10. d-Spacing (Å) values for crystalline and amorphous n-alkyl acrylate

homopolymers as a function of side-chain length measured by SAXS (points)

and calculated from model predictions (lines). According to the interpretation

given in the text, the crystalline values correspond to d as defined in Figs. 8(a)

and 9(a) while the amorphous values correspond to d as defined in Figs. 8(b)

and 9(b).

Fig. 9. Schematics of end-to-end (a) and interdigitating (b) side-chain packing

proposed by Hsieh and Morawetz for crystalline poly(n-alkyl acrylates) where

the open circles represent the axes of the polymer main chains with side chains

extending out in an all trans conformation in the crystalline region (solid lines);

amorphous portion is represented by wavy lines [36]. Proposed hexagonal

packing lattice (c) for amorphous n-alkyl acrylate polymers where the open

circles represent the polymer main chain axes and curvy lines represent the side

chains.

Fig. 8. Typical SAXS intensity versus 2q plots for poly(n-alkyl acrylate)

homopolymers. Data shown for crystalline PA 22 (T!Tm) (a) and molten PA

22 (TOTm) (b).
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form. Hsieh and Morawetz reported a SAXS study using

crystalline fibers of PA 16 and PA 18. They found three

scattering peaks; two diffuse peaks at 16 and 47 Å as wells as a

weak, well-defined, sharp peak at 28 Å for PA 18 [35,36]. The

crystalline side-chains pack similar to a lamellar system where

the multiple scattering peak spacings progress in the following

ratios 1:1/2:1/3:1/4:. [37–39]. In some systems, some of the

peaks may be missing owing to a minimum in the form factor

scattering [37]. It is proposed that the similarly shaped 16 and

47 Å peaks characterize the same lamellar-like packing form

where the 16 Å peak appears to be a third order reflection of the

47 Å peak; the second order peak appears to be missing. The

peak at 28 Å is much weaker and shaped differently and does

not appear to be a multiple of the other two peaks, therefore, it

is interpreted as independent of the other peaks. These two

types of reflections suggest two different packing structures: an

end-to-end packing of the side chains (Fig. 9(a)) which gives
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rise to the 16 and 47 Å peaks and an inter-digitating structure

(Fig. 9(b)) that leads to the 28 Å peak [35,36]. Later work by

Plate showed that poly(n-alkyl acrylates) exhibit an increase in

d-spacings for both packing structures as the side chains

become longer [3]. Fig. 8(a) shows the SAXS intensity versus

2q for crystalline PA 22 examined over a d-spacing region of

16–100 Å. The crystalline sample of PA 22 illustrates the two

types of packing reported in the literature. In this figure, the

peaks labeled d and d/3 correspond to the 47 and 16 Å peaks

Hsieh observed for PA 18 while d 0 corresponds to the

equivalent peak for PA 22 as the 28 Å peak for PA 18. It

should also be noted that the 16 Å peak observed for PA 18 is at

approximately 17.5 Å for PA 22 and can, therefore, be seen in

Fig. 8(a); this was the only polymer whose d/3 peak was within

the experimental range analyzed here. The relationship

between the spacings for the d peak and the homopolymer

side-chain length, n, is shown in Fig. 10; these results are
Fig. 11. Relationships between DHf and crystalline d-spacing for homo-

polymers (a) and copolymers (b) of A 22.
similar to those reported in the literature [3,35,36]. As the side

chains become longer, this d-spacing increases, indicating the

crystallites become thicker with increasing n. The linear

relationship between heat of fusion and the crystalline

d-spacing in Fig. 11(a) clearly illustrates a direct correlation

between the two as might be expected.

A simple mathematical model was developed to describe

the d-spacings for the crystalline polymers with side-chains

arranged in an end-to-end packing structure. It was assumed, as

shown in Fig. 9(a), that the d-spacing of the polymers is the

distance between the main chains, shown as open circles in the

schematic. Assuming an all trans conformation between

the crystallizeable carbons (nK9.4), each methylene pair in

the crystalline region contributes two times the projected

carbon–carbon bond length, i.e. 2(1.25 Å), to the thickness of

the crystal. Note that in this packing arrangement, increasing n

by one adds two methylene units to the crystals. An additional

length, b0, is added to account for the amorphous regions, i.e.
Fig. 12. Relationship between d-spacings and copolymer composition in the

crystalline (a) and amorphous (b) states for various copolymers based on A22.
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d Z ð2Þð1:25ÞðnK9:4ÞCb0 (3)

This latter parameter was estimated using a least squares fit of

the experimental SAXS data to Eq. (3) where the slope of d

versus n was constrained to be 2.5 Å as explained above. The

result is

d Z 2:5ðnK9:4ÞC23:5 (4)

which provides a reasonably good fit to the experimental

results as seen in Fig. 10.

SAXS experiments were also performed on amorphous

poly(n-alkyl acrylates) in order to explore any local order in the

molten state. An earlier study of amorphous acrylates by Plate

reported only a single broad, weak peak in the amorphous state
Fig. 13. Gas permeability coefficients as a function of temperature (on

Arrhenius coordinates) through the melting temperature region for PA 22 for

O2 (a) and CO2 (b) with DSC scans superimposed.
[3]. Fig. 8(b) shows the scattering intensity for amorphous PA

22 plotted as a function of 2q, where there is a peak at 2qw38

that shifts to smaller angles for poly(n-alkyl acrylates) with

smaller values of n. The open circles in Fig. 10 show the

d-spacings computed from the amorphous scattering peaks

from the various homopolymers at TOTm. This d-spacing

increases with n but with a different slope than the peaks

observed at T!Tm. Molten PA 22 shows another peak on the

edge of the range that can be measured by this instrument. This

peak is never visible for lower values of n. We propose the

following interpretation of these results and suggest a simple

model that seems to confirm the picture.

Fig. 9(a) asserts that the axes of the main chains (circles in

Fig. 9) are forced to line up with a close lateral spacing because
Fig. 14. Permeability of O2 (a) and CO2 (b) for homopolymers with side-chain

lengths ranging from 6 to 22 carbons as a function of temperature on Arrhenius

coordinates.
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of the constraints imposed by forming side-chain crystals.

However, the latter constraints are removed upon melting;

hence, the main chain axes move apart while the side chains

take on random conformations radiating away from the

backbone in all directions to fill up the space between the

main chains. We assume there is some local short order in

which the main chain axes are parallel to each other for short

distances and arrange in a more or less hexagonal close packing

arrangement as suggested in Fig. 9(c). We further assume that

the SAXS scattering reflects the d-spacings between main

chains as schematically illustrated in Fig. 9(c). The scattering

should, thus, be similar to that from hexagonally close-packed

cylinders where the scattering peak position ratios progress as

1 : ð1=
ffiffiffi
3

p
Þ : ð1=2Þ : 1=

ffiffiffi
7

p
: . [37–39]. Thus, in Fig. 8(b), we

label the two peaks mentioned as da and da=
ffiffiffi
3

p
. We assume that

the peak in the center of the figure represents the first peak. The

second peak at the far right of the figure, on the edge of the

experimental data, labeled da=
ffiffiffi
3

p
, represents the second order

of the first peak, da. Thus, we focus on the peak labeled da for

the following analysis. In summary, we assume that

both peaks measure the same repeat hexagonal ordering of

the main chain axes and their spacings are simply ratios of each

other.
Table 3

Activation energy and permeation data extrapolated to 35 8C for various gases thro

Homopolymer Gas

He H2 O

PA 6 Ea 6.5 6.7

Ec – – –

PC
35

49.8 89.8 3

PK
35 – – –

PC
35=P

K
35 – – –

PA 10 Ea 7.9 6.8

Ec – – –

PC
35

43.4 71.6 3

PK
35 – – –

PC
35=P

K
35 – – –

PA 12 Ea 7.6 8.9

Ec 7.4 8.3 1

PC
35

6.4 125.9 5

PK
35 30.3 53.0 4

PC
35=P

K
35 2.1 2.4

PA 14 Ea 5.8 5.7

Ec 6.1 6.4

PC
35

52.5 96.2 5

PK
35 12.2 14.9

PC
35=P

K
35 4.3 6.5

PA 18 Ea 5.4 6.3

Ec 6.6 7.1 1

PC
35

68.9 113.4 7

PK
35 8.1 8.2

PC
35=P

K
35 8.5 13.8 6

PA 22 Ea 4.2 2.0

Ec 6.8 7.4

PC
35

107.2 256.7 9

PK
35 8.7 9.0

PC
35=P

K
35 12.4 28.5 9

Note that the activation energies Ea and Ec have units of kcal/mol while the permeab

(cm2KcmHgKs).
The following provides a simple model for estimating the

characteristic d-spacing defined by the model in Fig. 9(c). The

cross-sectional area, A, for each main chain is that of the

hexagon shown there which, by simple geometry, is related to

da as follows

A Z
2ffiffiffi
3

p d2
a (5)

Consequently, the volume occupied by each n-alkyl acrylate

repeat unit, V, can be obtained by assuming the main chain

carbons are in an approximate trans-conformation, i.e. axial

lengthZ2(1.25 Å), such that

V Z ð2Þð1:25 �AÞ
2ffiffiffi
3

p d2
a

� �
(6)

The mass within this volume, in atomic mass units, can be

computed by multiplying the molecular weight of each repeat

unit by three, which is the number of main chains within each

hexagonal unit, i.e.

mass Z 3ð72 C14nÞ (7)

The ratio of the mass to the volume of a repeat unit, after

appropriate unit conversions, can be set equal to the
ugh poly(n-alkyl acrylate) homopolymers

2 N2 CH4 CO2

6.8 8.0 6.8 6.5

– – –

5.3 13.9 31.6 211.7

– – –

– – –

7.4 7.9 6.7 5.5

– – –

1.1 12.0 35.0 167.3

– – –

– – –

7.1 8.7 6.4 5.7

1.0 5.7 6.5 4.5

2.0 22.5 49.0 304.9

2.0 2.6 8.0 35.7

1.2 8.6 6.1 8.5

5.7 6.5 6.5 3.7

8.7 10.1 8.6 6.6

6.5 22.4 65.7 303.1

6.6 2.2 4.5 21.3

8.5 10.3 14.8 14.3

5.2 6.3 5.6 2.7

0.6 12.9 13.1 9.2

5.0 29.1 90.9 428.2

1.2 0.3 0.6 4.3

2.7 95.8 143.9 100.1

4.0 4.0 4.0 1.5

9.7 11.6 11.5 8.5

2.1 34.9 65.0 461.2

1.0 0.3 0.5 4.2

2.1 120.7 123.0 110.3

ility coefficients P35
C and P35

K have units of Barrers, i.e.: 10K10 cm3(STP)Kcm/
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approximate density of 0.88 g/cm3 for amorphous poly(n-alkyl

acrylates) to obtain the following relationship between da (in

Å) and n

da Z

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð72 C14nÞ

0:51

r
(8)

The calculated d-spacings from the model are shown as the

solid line in Fig. 10. The model line has essentially the same

slope as the open points but lies slightly below the

experimental observations. The latter disparity may be

attributed to the assumption that the backbone carbon–carbon

bonds are in an all trans conformation whereas many of these

bonds will be in gauche positions. The kinks and coils in the

main chains resulting from a mixture of trans and gauche

conformations cause the average axial length per repeat unit to

be less than 2.5 Å, and as a result the measured d-spacing

should be slightly greater than predicted by the model.
4.2. Copolymers

The characteristic dimensions of the crystalline and

amorphous phases of copolymers of various n-alkyl acrylate

monomers as measured by SAXS are shown in Fig. 12. The

d-spacing values are plotted in terms of mole fraction of the

A22 comonomer for comparisons with the results in Fig. 4.

Plotting the data versus weight fraction does not change the

overall trends. As the concentration of A22 in the copolymer

increases, so does the d-spacing of the copolymers indicating a

larger crystallite as expected for a longer average side-chain

length. The crystalline phase d-spacings observed for copoly-

mers shown in Fig. 12(a) reveal similar trends as seen in

Fig. 4(b) for the heat of fusion for these copolymers. The

greater the difference in the number of carbons in the side

chains of the two monomers in a copolymer, the greater the

depression in crystal size and in heat of fusion. A plot of DHf

versus d-spacing for the crystalline copolymers, see Fig. 11(b),

shows a similar correlation between crystal size and DHf as

observed for homopolymers, see Fig. 11(a).

The amorphous copolymer d-spacings, see Fig. 12(b),

increase more or less linearly with mole fraction of A22.

This is a logical progression for amorphous copolymers that is

in accord with the model derived earlier, i.e. the d-spacing

values should increase with the average side-chain length of the

copolymer.
Fig. 15. Homopolymer permeation jump ratios calculated at 35 8C for O2 (a)

and CO2 (b) gases as a function of side-chain length.
5. Permeation behavior

5.1. Homopolymers

The permeability of small molecules, like gases, in poly(n-

alkyl acrylates) exhibit a large ‘jump’ or ‘switch effect’ over

the range of the side-chain crystalline melting [4,5,8,10,16,17].

Fig. 13 illustrates the typical permeation jump for O2 and CO2

for the PA 22 homopolymer; for convenient reference, the DSC

thermogram is superimposed on this plot. The permeability of

these semi-crystalline polymers have been analyzed in terms of
a modified two-phase model proposed by Michaels and Bixler

[40]. The model suggests that the permeability of a penetrant in

a semi-crystalline polymer, Pc, is related to that of the

completely amorphous polymer, Pa, by

Pc Z
Pað1KfÞ

tb
(9)

where f is the volume fraction of the crystal phase, t is a

tortuosity factor and b accounts for immobilization of

amorphous chain segments by the presence of the crystals. It

is assumed that the crystallites are impermeable to the

penetrants and, therefore, all gas transport occurs through the

molten polymer. Thus, the crystals create a tortuous path for

diffusion. The permeability ‘jump’ occurs as the crystallites

melt at the polymer’s Tm causing a significant increase in gas

transport through the membrane. This correlation between the

melting endotherm and the permeation jump is clearly shown

in Fig. 13 where the onset and end of the melting peak marks
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the beginning and end of the permeation jump. Above and

below the Tm, permeability increases with temperature in an

Arrhenius fashion. At the onset of melting, the permeability

jumps nearly two orders of magnitude and returns to an

Arrhenious temperature relationship at the end of the melting.

The activation energies above and below Tm are different since

apparently b (Eq. (9)) depends on temperature. This

phenomenon, as reported previously, is reversible and

reproducible given the same thermal history [4,5,16]. Although

the permeability for six penetrant gases were measured, only

O2 and CO2 are shown here as examples because they are the

most important for modified atmosphere packaging

applications.

Similar permeation experiments were conducted on n-alkyl

acrylate homopolymers with side-chain lengths from 6 to 22

with the results shown in Fig. 14. Various parameters were

extracted for comparison and analysis of the permeability data

listed in Table 3. The quantities Ea and Ec are the activation

energies for permeation in the amorphous and semi-crystalline

states, respectively, while PC
35 and PK

35 correspond to the molten

and crystalline polymers, respectively, extrapolated to 35 8C.

Extrapolation to 35 8C is an arbitrary temperature for

calculating the jump ratio ðPC
35=P

K
35Þ [16]; however, as

explained by Mogri and Paul, the temperature used greatly

affects the magnitude of the jump ratios, or calculated jump

heights, since the activity energies of the molten and crystalline

polymers are not the same. We selected 35 8C because it is near

the median melting temperature for the homopolymers and

most of the copolymer systems examined later. As the side-

chain lengths of the polymers increase, Ea decreases while the

permeability and jump ratios increase. These trends were

described in detail by Mogri and Paul for similar n-alkyl

acrylate homopolymers [5,16].

As may be seen in Fig. 14, as the side-chain lengths decrease

for these homopolymers, the widths of the permeation jumps
Fig. 16. Permeation jump ratios for various gases calculated at 35 8C for

homopolymers with various side-chain lengths as a function of penetrant size.
increase and gradually flatten out into the simple Arrhenius

curves observed for the completely amorphous PA 6 and PA

10. These trends are similar to the endotherm trends for these

polymers. As previously discussed, n-alkyl acrylate homo-

polymers with longer side chains are more crystalline than

those with shorter side chains. This fact is responsible for the

increase in permeation jump ratio with increasing n illustrated

in Fig. 15. A polymer with a long side-chain has a greater

change in morphology at Tm than one with a shorter side chain

and, therefore, the permeability jump is greater. It should be

emphasized that a significant part of the jump arises because

gas molecules must follow a tortuous path around the

crystallites; this tortuosity disappears upon melting. The length

of this pathway is affected by the lateral dimensions of the

crystallites as well as their amount, i.e. crystallinity. At this

point there is no simple way to quantify the dimensions, or

aspect ratio, of the crystallites, the number of crystallites, or
Fig. 17. Permeability of amorphous ðPC
35Þ and crystalline ðPK

35Þ homopolymers

extrapolated to 35 8C for O2 (a) and CO2 (b) gas as a function of side-chain

length.
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their arrangement with respect to one another. While speaking

simply of crystallinity clearly does not tell the whole story, it

seems that the crystallite dimensions and crystallinity must be

closely coupled since the permeability jump seems to be

described, at least to a first approximation, by just crystallinity.

If the simple geometrical change in the tortuous path on

melting were the only factor at play, then, as shown by Mogri

and Paul, the permeation jump ratios should be the same for all

gases which is not the case [4,5,16]. It seems that the

crystallites tend to restrict mobility in the amorphous phase

which Michaels and Bixler recognized in main-chain crystal-

line polymers and modified the conventional two phase model

for permeation by including a ‘chain immobilization factor’,

i.e. b, in the equation for permeability in semi-crystalline

polymer [40]. In terms of this model, the permeation jump is

given by

Pa

Pc

Z
PC

35

PK
35

Z
tb

ð1KfÞ
(10)

The tortuosity factor should be the same for all penetrants

since it is simply a geometric term; however, since the b term

reflects changes in segmental dynamics, it may not be the same

for all penetrants. Temperature dependence of b would explain
Fig. 18. Permeability of various P(A14-co-A18) copolymers to O2 (a) and CO2 (b) an

on Arrhenius coordinates.
why the activation energies for permeation can be larger below

Tm than above. The loss of the chain immobilization effect on

melting, accounts for much of the permeation jump seen in

side-chain crystalline polymers and all of the penetrant size

dependence. The increased crystallinity increases the impe-

dance of this conformational freedom in the amorphous

backbone. While Fig. 15 only shows data for O2 and CO2,

Fig. 16 contains data for all the penetrant gases examined in

this study. This figure shows the effects of penetrant size on the

permeation jump for the various homopolymers. As discussed

by Mogri and Paul, the magnitude of the permeation jumps for

these semi-crystalline polymers varies greatly with penetrant

gas size [4,5,16]. In general, an increase in gas molecular size

results in an increase in the jump ratio as shown in Fig. 16. This

strong dependence on penetrant size seems to be unique to

side-chain crystalline polymers; the jump in permeability on

melting main-chain polymers seems to have a much weaker

dependence on penetrant size [5,16].

Another informative way to examine the change in

permeability on melting is to plot PC
35 and PK

35 versus n, see

Fig. 17 for O2 and CO2 data represented in this way. For both

gases, the amorphous permeability increases with n. This

increase is due to the increased free volume associated with the

additional methylene units of the longer side chains [16]. This
d P(A12-co-A22) copolymers to O2 (c) and CO2 (d) as a function of temperature
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increase, however, is significantly less than the decrease in

permeability of the crystalline polymer with increasing n.

The crystalline phase permeability is clearly the dominant

contributor to the overall permeation jump ratio for these gases

shown in Fig. 15. The crystals act as impenetrable barriers to

gas forcing all transport to occur through the amorphous

polymer. The increase in side-chain length of the polymers

leads to an increase in crystallinity and a decrease in

permeability.
5.2. Copolymers

Fig. 18 shows the permeability for O2 and CO2 in P(A14-co-

A18) and P(A12-co-A22) copolymers. These plots for

copolymers are similar in nature to the plots for homopolymers

shown in Fig. 14. For the P(A14-co-A18) system, as the
Fig. 19. Relationship between onset and end temperatures for melting of

P(A14-co-A18) copolymers as measured by permeability jumps and DSC

endotherms (a). Correlation between the onset and end temperatures for

copolymers of P(A14-co-A18) with the average side-chain length (b).
average side-chain lengths increases, the magnitude of the

permeation jumps increases while the widths of the jumps

decreases. Just as the P(A14-co-A18) endotherms of Fig. 2(a)

resemble the endotherms of n-acrylate homopolymers, the

permeability trends for this system resemble the homopolymer

permeability trends of Fig. 14. The P(A12-co-A22) permeation

trends follow an analogous pattern; in some cases the behavior

is a little more complex than seen for the P(A14-co-A18)

system. Some of these difference may stem from the larger

difference in the length of the side-chain in the comonomers,

i.e. DnZ10 versus 6. The copolymer containing 75 mol% of

A12, in particular, does not show a well-defined Arrhenious

relationship in the crystalline phase before the jump begins; for

this composition, the permeability jump is rather broad. PA 12

and the copolymer containing 50 mol% A12 do not seem to

show such an increase in permeability in the vicinity of Tm.
Fig. 20. Relationship between onset and end temperatures for melting of

P(A12-co-A22) copolymers as measured by permeability jumps and DSC

endotherms (a). Correlation between the onset and end temperatures for

copolymers of P(A12-co-A22) with the average side-chain length (b).



Table 4

Activation energy and permeation data extrapolated to 35 8C for various gases through poly(n-alkyl acrylate) copolymers

Copolymer Mol% monomer 1 Gas

He H2 O2 N2 CH4 CO2

P(A10-co-A14) 75 Ea 3.5 2.2 4.2 4.9 5.8 3.1

Ec – – – – – –

PC
35

57.8 86.7 49.5 17.2 29.5 212.0

PK
35 – – – – – –

PC
35=P

K
35 – – – – – –

P(A10-co-A14) 50 Ea 6.6 4.4 7.9 8.1 8.6 5.4

Ec – – – – – –

PC
35

0.0 68.5 60.9 19.5 50.2 302.2

PK
35 – – – – – –

PC
35=P

K
35 – – – – – –

P(A10-co-A14) 25 Ea 5.1 3.6 4.8 7.9 8.3 2.7

Ec 4.4 3.0 6.5 6.5 4.8 5.1

PC
35

58.1 91.5 66.8 21.7 56.5 308.0

PK
35 18.2 14.6 11.7 2.3 2.6 44.9

PC
35=P

K
35 3.2 6.2 5.7 9.6 21.6 6.9

P(A10-co-A18) 75 Ea 8.3 8.1 6.6 9.4 6.6 4.9

Ec – – – – – –

PC
35

46.5 45.7 41.4 48.8 41.5 225.0

PK
35 – – – – – –

PC
35=P

K
35 – – – – – –

P(A10-co-A18) 50 Ea 7.6 8.2 6.4 9.0 10.4 7.3

Ec – – – – – –

PC
35

56.8 98.6 49.6 21.2 58.3 291.1

PK
35 – – – – – –

PC
35=P

K
35 – – – – – –

P(A10-co-A18) 25 Ea 6.4 6.1 5.4 6.5 6.0 3.4

Ec 7.3 8.5 9.4 11.5 10.6 7.8

PC
35

78.1 137.3 55.4 17.7 42.4 272.0

PK
35 18.7 23.1 4.9 1.6 3.6 21.6

PC
35=P

K
35 4.2 6.0 11.3 11.0 11.7 12.6

P(A14-co-A18) 75 Ea 6.3 6.4 5.9 6.2 5.7 3.7

Ec 7.6 7.4 9.9 13.1 12.7 10.3

PC
35

67.8 67.1 53.5 22.5 55.7 265.1

PK
35 12.4 12.0 8.0 3.1 8.1 37.5

PC
35=P

K
35 5.5 5.6 6.7 7.2 6.9 7.1

P(A14-co-A18) 50 Ea 6.6 6.0 4.5 5.6 7.2 6.0

Ec 5.2 7.6 10.5 11.6 11.1 9.3

PC
35

54.0 194.0 66.8 19.4 51.0 273.4

PK
35 8.4 13.1 4.3 1.2 2.5 17.5

PC
35=P

K
35 6.4 7.2 15.7 16.7 20.5 15.6

P(A14-co-A18) 25 Ea 6.3 6.0 5.5 7.1 4.7 4.0

Ec 7.3 8.1 4.6 6.9 12.3 4.7

PC
35

69.6 105.8 65.4 20.9 66.1 311.2

PK
35 9.1 9.0 2.2 0.6 1.3 8.8

PC
35=P

K
35 7.6 11.7 30.4 34.8 49.4 34.6

P(A12-co-A22) 75 Ea 4.3 4.1 4.5 3.8 5.6 2.7

Ec 7.7 8.6 10.1 9.9 10.3 6.4

PC
35

118.2 204.0 62.3 22.4 43.6 267.2

PK
35 48.3 76.5 23.3 5.3 20.1 50.1

PC
35=P

K
35 2.5 2.7 2.7 4.2 2.2 5.2

P(A12-co-A22) 50 Ea 3.1 3.3 5.8 4.7 6.0 1.3

Ec 7.8 8.3 8.9 9.1 12.3 6.7

PC
35

127.5 188.7 59.8 21.1 33.2 352.9

PK
35 31.5 38.4 7.0 2.1 5.0 30.9

PC
35=P

K
35 4.0 4.9 8.6 9.9 6.6 11.4

P(A12-co-A22) 25 Ea 6.2 8.1 4.0 4.0 4.0 1.5

Ec 7.8 8.1 11.0 9.2 12.3 9.2

PC
35

85.3 89.7 77.1 19.6 37.5 375.4

PK
35 7.3 7.3 1.2 0.3 0.8 4.1

PC
35=P

K
35 11.7 12.3 66.5 57.2 46.8 91.5

Note that monomer 1 refers to the first monomer listed in the copolymer, i.e. for P(A14-co-A18), monomer 1 refers to A14. All units are the same as in Table 3.
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Fig. 21. Permeation jump ratios calculated at 35 8C for P(A14-co-A18) (a) and

P(A12-co-A22) (b) copolymers as a function of side-chain length of the

penetrant molecule.
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The endotherms for this system were similar to those of P(A10-

co-A18) in Fig. 2(b) where the distribution of crystallite sizes

in the copolymer broadens with increasing concentration of the

shorter monomer. This broadening and reduction of the height

of the melting peak appears to be the cause for the gradual

increase in permeability as the Tm is approached in the case of

the 75 mol% A12 copolymer.

It turns out that DSC thermograms are a simple and effective

way to predict the breadth of the permeation jump as the

copolymer melting point is traversed, as shown in Figs. 19

and 20 for P(A14-co-A18) and P(A12-co-A22) copolymers.

Figs. 19(a) and 20(a) compare the onset and end temperature of

the melting peak, as measured using DSC, to the onset and end

temperatures of the permeability jump. The baseline construc-

tion method used to define the DSC onset and end points was

described in a previous publication [8]. The onset and end of

the permeability jump was defined by drawing the Arrhenious

relationship for the pre- and post-melt permeabilities and

locating the temperature where the permeability deviates from

the Arrhenius line. As seen in Figs. 19(a) and 20(a), there is an

excellent linear relationship between the temperatures obtained

by DSC and by permeation experiments. This is a significant

relationship in that simple DSC experiments can be used to

judge the breadth of the permeability jump since changes in

copolymer crystallinity define the permeation response. The

onset and end temperatures measured by permeability are

plotted as a function of average side chain length in Figs. 19(b)

and 20(b). The difference between the onset and end

temperatures for both copolymer systems tend to narrow as

the side-chain length increases. This is consistent with the

thermal and structural analysis of these systems; as the side-

chain length increases, the melting peak becomes more narrow

which suggests a more narrow size distribution of crystallites.

Table 4 summarizes the activation energies for the molten

and crystalline copolymers, their absolute permeability to six

gases and the permeability jump ratios evaluated at 35 8C.

Fig. 21 shows how the jump ratio for P(A14-co-A18) and

P(A12-co-A22) copolymers depend on copolymer composition

and penetrant size. As in Fig. 16 for homopolymers, the

copolymer systems show larger permeation jumps with larger

penetrant diameter and longer average side-chain length.

Surprisingly, however, for both systems, the homopolymer

with the shorter side chains tend to show a larger permeability

jump ratio than the does the copolymer containing 25 mol% of

the monomer with the longer side-chain for gases with

diameters larger than hydrogen. Fig. 22 shows the jump ratios

at 35 8C for O2 and CO2 as a function of the average side-chain

length for P(A12-co-A22) copolymers. The points represent

the copolymer data while the line represents the homopolymer

data from Fig. 15. In all cases shown, the copolymers exhibit

somewhat smaller permeation jumps than do the homopoly-

mers. The P(A14-co-A18) copolymer system shows smaller

differences between the homopolymers and copolymers than

does the P(A12-co-A22) system [41], as might be expected

based on differences in the side-chain lengths for the two

systems. The DHf from thermal analysis and d-spacings from

the SAXS analysis reveal a progressively lower value for the
copolymer than the homopolymer at the same values of n with

homopolymer-copolymer differences increasing as the differ-

ences in length of the side chains in the two copolymers

becomes larger. This trend translates to the permeability jump

ratio. Thus, even though there is evidence that the copolymers

co-crystallize, it appears that there is some loss in crystallinity,

and perhaps crystallite aspect ratio, compared to homopoly-

mers of the same n and the effect grows as Dn becomes larger.

Fig. 23 compares PC
35 and PK

35 for O2 and CO2 for P(A14-co-

A18) copolymers to that of homopolymers. This type of plot is

useful since it shows that the permeability jump ratio is

primarily a result of the reduction in the permeability below the

melting point as n increases, and to a lesser extent, the increase

in permeability in the molten state as n increases. In addition,

these plots provide a means of comparing the crystalline effects



Fig. 23. Comparison of the O2 (a) and CO2 (b) permeability of amorphous ðPC
35Þ

and crystalline ðPK
35Þ homopolymers (lines) and P(A14-co-A18) copolymers

(points) calculated at 35 8C as a function of side-chain length.

Fig. 22. Comparison of permeation jump ratios for homopolymers (lines) with

P(A14-co-A18) copolymers (points) calculated at 35 8C for O2 (a) and CO2 (b)

gases.
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on permeability jump for homopolymers and copolymers. In

Fig. 23, the permeability through molten P(A14-co-A18)

copolymers, shown as solid circles, clearly align with the

molten homopolymer data, taken from Fig. 17, shown as the

lines. This is also true for the permeability of molten P(A12-co-

A22) copolymers [41]. The permeability of crystalline P(A14-

co-A18) copolymers deviates slightly from the homopolymer

data; the maximum deviation occurs at 75 mol% A14

copolymer. At this composition, there is an increased

permeability through the crystalline polymer compared to PA

14. This increased permeability, caused by a decrease in

crystallinity, is reflected in the diminished jump ratio of Figs.

21(a) and 22. P(A12-co-A22) copolymers show an even greater

deviation from the crystalline homopolymer data [41]. This is

due to the decrease in crystallinity of this copolymer system, as

seen from the DHf and d-spacing results in Figs. 4(b) and 12(a).

This increase in crystalline permeability is the compelling
factor in the decreased jump ratio for this system shown in

Fig. 21(b).
6. Conclusions

Poly(n-alkyl acrylate) homopolymer and copolymer

systems comprised of two crystallizeable monomer units

were studied with respect to their thermal behavior, structural

composition, and gas permeability properties. The thermal

properties of the homopolymers show a direct correlation

between the Tm and DHf and side-chain length. The

copolymers exhibit isomorphic behavior with similar relation-

ships between Tm and DHf and the average side-chain length as

seen for the homopolymers. The copolymers, however, did

exhibit some depression in DHf relative to that of the

homopolymers, which increases as the difference in the

number of carbons in the side chains of the two monomers
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increases. This qualitatively measures the reduction in crystal-

lite size for the copolymers as a function of composition. Small

angle X-ray scattering measurements were made on homo-

polymer and copolymer systems of varying side-chain length.

The d-spacing values of the crystalline homopolymers were

measured and described by a simple model. A simple molecule

packing model was proposed that will reasonably predict the

amorphous d-spacing as a function of side-chain length.

Crystalline copolymers showed nearly identical trends of

d-spacing with composition as seen for the heat of fusion.

Amorphous copolymers show a nearly linear relationship

between d-spacing and composition as expected from the

simple packing model. Permeability measurements for the

homopolymers and copolymers exhibit the signature ‘jump’ in

permeability as the Tm is transversed. Comparison between

DSC thermograms and gas permeability of the polymers over a

range of temperatures revealed a correlation between both the

width of the permeability jumps and endotherms as well as the

permeation jump ratio and crystallinity. Ultimately, DSC

endotherms are an excellent tool for predicting the permeation

jump behavior of n-alkyl acrylate homopolymers and

copolymers comprised of two crystallizeable monomers. The

heat of fusion provides qualitative insight about the magnitude

of the permeability jump.
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